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ABSTRACT: We reviewed the performance of a 23 m and 30 m Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and 
Google Earth in predicting beta (β) points for statistical runout modeling. Our objective was to find the 
resolution of DEM that was comparable with field survey error. We compared predicted β against field-
determined β for 30 paths, using a field survey error range approximated from several error and 
repeatability measures. We found that none of the digital methods predicted β entirely within the range; 
however the 23 m DEM and Google Earth performed best. The 23 m DEM was biased to more 
conservative (downslope) estimates. The data suggested that a resolution of less than 23 m was required 
to match the error of a field survey; however, higher accuracy data may justify using a coarser resolution 
digital model. Judgment involved with β placement was a major contributor to uncertainty in this study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Last July, as we emerged from a path survey, 
damp and splintered with Devil's Club, our minds 
were not focused on the overwhelming smell of 
bear scat, but on a far more threatening prospect: 
repeatability.  
 
We were concerned because our β point (see 
Figure 1) was 80 m downslope of a fellow 
researcher's, found two summers earlier. We were 
fairly sure we weren't wrong, and definitely sure 
she wasn't wrong. How could we both be right? 
 
Our objective was to find the Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) resolution that produced comparable 
error to a field survey. This posed two questions: 
 
1. What is the error associated with field surveys? 
2. Do any digital tools predict β within this error? 
 
Limitations of field surveys and DEM resolutions 
required for avalanche applications are well 
documented (Schweizer et al. 2003; Delparte et al. 
2008; Buhler et al. 2011); however, these 
particular questions have not yet been addressed.  
 
This paper presents the preliminary findings from a 
comparison of digitally predicted β points (βp) with 
field-determined β points (βf).  
 
Recognizing that βf is subject to error and likely to 
change between surveyors (repeatability), we 
developed a range around βf where a βp could still 
 
 
 

be considered successful. Think baseball glove, or 
the outer rings of a dart board. Armed with these 
tools, repeatability doesn’t seem so bad. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 A short history of beta 
 
For rusty readers, here lies a quick review of how 
β is typically used in statistical modeling: 
  
 Two commonly used models that employ β are 

the α−β model and the Runout Ratio model 
 α−β was developed by empirical least-squares 

regression analysis of avalanche path 
topography by Lied and Bakkehøi (1980). The 
Runout Ratio was developed using extreme 
value statistics by McClung and Lied (1986).  

 Both models predict the extreme runout (α), 
using its relationship with the point where the 
slope reduces to 10° (β) for tall slopes, and 24° 
for short slopes (Jones and Jamieson 2004).  

 β is traditionally determined through a field 
survey of the runout zone of a path 

 

    
 

Figure 1: Typical avalanche path geometry 
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2.2 Beta and uncertainty 
 
One reason for the invention of statistical models 
was to reduce the subjectivity of choosing 
parameter values for dynamic models (Bovis and 
Mears 1976). The idea was that models should 
involve the fewest possible parameters, and each 
should be based on objective observations rather 
than expert judgment (Bakkehøi et al. 1983). For 
compliant paths, statistical models work well. Beta 
can be found with little judgment and high 
repeatability. But what about 'benchy' terrain, 
ambiguous centerlines or obstructed sight lines 
between each surveyor and to the top of the start 
zone?  
 

To help with decision-making in the field, we 
looked for reasons why 10° might be influential in 
determining the extreme runout: 
 
 10° represents the transition zone between the 

track and the runout zone for big, dry 
avalanches (de Quervain 1972, Buser and 
Frutiger 1980). 

 The β angle best describes the average 
inclination of the track and start zone (Lied and 
Bakkehøi 1980)  

 Large avalanches start to slow down, and 
deposition begins at 10° (Lied and Bakkehøi 
1980; Bakkehøi et al. 1983) 

  

But, as a reference angle in a statistical model, 10° 
does not need an explanation to be significant. 
This makes field surveying difficult, because there 
is limited conceptual reasoning available to justify 
selecting one bench as β over another.  
 

One approach is to confine β to where the angle 
between the horizontal plane and the tangent of 
the fitted parabola is between 5° and 15° (Toppe 
1987). Another option is to fit a parabola to the 
path, and use its derivative to calculate the 10° 
point (i.e. where dy/dx = tan10°) (McClung and 
Lied 1986). 
 

2.3 Βeta and digital terrain models 
 

DEMs are three dimensional maps of terrain, and 
can be described in terms of resolution and 
accuracy. Resolution refers to pixel height and 
width for each data point. For example, a 30 m 
DEM will have an elevation value for every 30 m 
by 30 m grid. Resolution can vary from fine (<1 
cm) to coarse (>100 m). Accuracy (or quality) 
describes how closely modeled values reflect true 
values. For example, a DEM could report 90% of 
elevations to be within ±20 m of true elevation. An 

important note: fine resolution does not beget fine 
accuracy. A DEM with many elevation values (fine 
resolution) may have many errors (poor accuracy).  
  

DEMs and Google Earth are commonly used in 
hazard mapping applications. Lied and Toppe 
(1988) and Furdada and Liliplana (1998) used 
DEMs with 20 m contour intervals to extract 
avalanche terrain characteristics. Delparte et al. 
(2008) developed a statistical runout model using 
DEMs. Tracy (2011) created a GIS to manage 
avalanche hazard in Iceland. The Canadian 
Avalanche Centre (CAC) is using DEMs and 
Google Earth to map terrain according to the 
Avalanche Terrain Exposure Scale (ATES) (CAC 
2012).  
 

Although DEMs are objective and rule-based, they 
are also imperfect. Errors that occur during data 
collection or model creation can propagate through 
the models resulting in severe misrepresentations 
of slope or aspect (Shortridge 2001). Some studies 
reviewing DEM error apply Monte Carlo 
simulations to map a distribution of possible errors. 
Others compare against higher quality data 
sources such as ground-surveys or finer resolution 
DEMs (Weschler and Kroll 2006).  
 

In the avalanche world, Schweizer et al. (2003) 
found that 20 m to 30 m resolution was required 
for identifying avalanche terrain. Delparte et al. 
(2008) found that a 25 m to 30 m horizontal 
resolution was sufficient for hazard mapping, 
based on comparisons between high resolution 
and low resolution DEMs. Buhler et al. (2011) 
found that a resolution of ~25 m was sufficient for 
dynamic modeling, providing the data were 
checked for anomalies.  
 

We aimed to build on these observations, by 
finding the DEM resolution that generated 
predictions within traditional field survey error.  
 

 
3. DATA & STUDY AREA 
 

Thirty avalanche paths were selected from the 
Columbia and Rocky Mountains, Canada (Figure 
2). Criteria were liberal; paths needed to be tall 
(>275 m) and reduce to 10° before the farthest 
point of vegetation damage (α). 
 
Data sources are outlined in Table 1. The 
metadata concerning the resolution and accuracy 
of Google Earth were vague. All data were 
projected to the North American Datum 1983, 
Universal Transverse Mercator Zone 11.  
 



 

Figure 2: 
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S1 and S2 are measures of repeatability 
determined in the field. The remaining measures 
show error as half the distance between key points 
along each path (Section 4.3). Clear as mud? We 
thought so too. Let us take DPB as an example. 
Say βf is 1200 m from the start zone and parabola-
determined β is 1300 m from the start zone. If you 
stood at 1250 m, each β would be within ±50 m of 
you. We described this as a ±50 m error. 
 
Figure 7 shows the distribution of β for each 
predictor. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Horizontal distance upslope (+) and 
downslope (-) of βp away from βf, where βf is at zero. 
Boxes and whiskers as described for Figure 6. Dashed 
lines are drawn at ±30 m to provide comparison with 
Figure 6. 

 
5.2 Repeatability of the field survey 
 
Field survey error is tricky to measure. Why? 
Because judgment is required to choose a 
centerline, break segments, decide on bench 
significance and place β. Add to this poor sight 
lines, inconsistent ground cover and old-fashioned 
human error.  
 
We suggest that a combination of error measures 
is appropriate to deal with these uncertainties. Six 
measures are outlined in Section 5, plotted in 
Figure 6 and discussed below:  
 
5.2.1 Measures 1 & 2: S1 & S2  
These field repeatability ranges were designed to 
incorporate path characteristics such as distance 
between benches and choice of centerline; 
however they were subject to each individual's 
perception of repeatability.  
 

5.2.2 Measure 3: 9 to 11 
In the field, we noticed that surveyors measuring 
the same segment commonly recorded slope 
angles within 1° of each other. This small 
difference could result in β placement up to 100 m 
away. We included this measure to account for the 
error in recording inclines due to poor sight lines, 
uneven ground, and user bias. It showed a similar 
spread to the repeatability measures, S1 and S2.  
 
5.2.3 Measure 4: DR2 
The difference between each surveyor's β 
placements for these five paths could be explained 
by centerline selection, segment selection and 
inclinometer calibration (K. Johnston, pers. comm. 
2012). Additional explanations include judgment of 
which benches were significant and GPS error.   
  
5.2.4 Measure 5: DPB 
Although fitting a parabola to the path can be used 
as a validation of βf (McClung and Lied 1986); the 
equation predicted β far past the path extent for 
many paths. In these cases, points higher up in the 
path were eliminated from the parabolic fit until β 
was within α. This probably skewed the results.  
 
5.2.5 Measure 6: B to B 
Choosing β in benchy paths was a head scratcher. 
For this dataset, selecting one bench over another 
could have resulted in β being placed 400 m away. 
We tried fitting parabolas to the paths with limited 
success. We also ignored any benches outside of 
the limits proposed by Toppe (1987); however 
many paths had benches within these limits.  
 
5.3 Repeatability of predicting β using DEMs 
 
Did the models work? We can make a few general 
comments using Figure 7. First, no method 
predicted β entirely within ±30 m. Second, all 
methods were biased toward conservative 
predictions (βp downslope of βf). Third, many 
outliers represented 'benchy' slopes. Each method 
is discussed below: 

 
5.3.1 Predictor 1: 23 m DEM 
This method was the most conservatively biased, 
with a median value of 48 m downslope of βf. The 
spread of βp outside of the error range could have 
resulted from DEM resolution, collection and 
modeling processes.  
 
5.3.2 Predictor 2: 30 m DEM 
This method spread widest around βf. It also 
showed a conservative bias, likely due to the same 
reasons stated above.  



5.3.3 Predictor 3: Topographic Map 
Included as a comparison, this method showed a 
consistent spread around βf with a median of 5 m 
downslope. Error may be attributed to smoothed 
incline values resulting from 20 m contour 
intervals.  
 
5.3.4 Predictor 4: Google Earth 
The dark horse in this study, Google Earth 
outperformed other methods with a tight spread 
around βf and a median of +3.5 m. Google Earth 
profiles often showed large elevation jumps where 
DEMs were stitched together, which contributed to 
our low expectations.  Perhaps these jumps did 
not influence the incline as much as we thought, 
despite having a much higher or lower elevation.  
 
5.4 Sources of uncertainty 
 
Judgment is the major source of uncertainty in this 
study. Although it is difficult to quantify, it is 
necessary for avalanche and engineering 
applications where rule-based decision making is 
insufficient. Judgment draws on experience and 
multiple sources of information, particularly when 
theoretical backing is absent. In his lecture entitled 
"Where has all the judgment gone?", Peck (1980) 
mentions that while engineering science is useful, 
judgment is still required to set up the 
investigation, select parameters and verify results. 
This practice allows us to improve our judgment 
and engineering solutions.  
 
Additional limitations relating to analysis, data and 
field surveys are discussed below.  
 
Each prediction method was rated according to the 
distance between βp and βf. These ratings may be 
distorted because they rely on an accurately 
recorded position of βf, which is subject to 
judgment. Additionally, path surveys were 
recorded using GPS, which lost accuracy when 
vegetation or topography restricted sky view.  
 
The study was based on a small dataset and a 23 
m and 30 m DEM. Stronger results would come 
from more data and a finer scale resolution. 
Metadata regarding accuracy is vague for the 30 m 
DEM and Google Earth.  
 
In addition to centerline, segment and β selection, 
dealing with benches is difficult. In this study, we 
ignored benches narrower than 20 m, but this is an 
arbitrary value. Field surveys are also prone to 
inaccurate inclinometer, altimeter and GPS 
readings. Statistical models themselves have 

drawbacks. In this case, several paths were 
eliminated during field work preparation because α 
appeared to fall on slopes steeper than 10°.  
 
5.5 What next? 
 
To develop these preliminary results, we plan to: 
 
 develop a method to assist with selecting β in 

benchy paths  
 survey additional paths to develop a more 

robust dataset.  
 investigate quality and accuracy of each DEM 

and Google Earth 
 analyze the sensitivity of statistical models to 

each prediction method 
 compare digital tools independently of field 

surveys 
 investigate digital predictions of β elevation.    
 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
And so, we return to our original questions: 
 
1. What is the error associated with field surveys? 
2. Do any digital tools predict β within this error? 
 
We estimated a field survey error range of ±30 m 
based on six error measures. Examples of error 
we hoped to cover within this range included the 
judgment involved with placing β, choosing a 
centerline and selecting segment breaks. We 
placed this error range as a buffer around our field-
determined β points, and judged the model 
predictions accordingly.   
 
We found that no digital method predicted β 
entirely within the field error range. Google Earth 
predictions showed the closest spread around βf. 
The 23 m DEM showed a similar spread; however, 
it was biased toward conservative (downslope) 
predictions. The 30 m DEM was the least 
accurate. This data suggests that a resolution of 
less than 23 m is required to compare most closely 
with a field survey; however, it is possible that a 
coarser resolution DEM could be used, providing it 
had a higher accuracy.  
 
We hope this research will contribute to confidence 
in using digitally predicted β points as part of a 
preliminary review, in addition to a field survey. At 
the very least, the concept of repeatability can be a 
convenient distraction for those fighting through a 
wall of slide Alder.  
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